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daelian transport 117, 120–21, 171–9
aerial photographic information sources 19–20
aerial photographic interpretation 3, 13, 15, 59, 60, 241
ground behaviour 107
hazard mapping 74, 79, 85, 105, 210
landslide hazard mapping 43, 46, 49, 91, 144, 145, 154, 227, 230
railway design and construction 85, 221, 225
road construction and rehabilitation 135, 137, 138, 140, 210
sediment transport 182
subsidence hazard 32, 105
aerial photography see also photogrammetry; remote sensing
aggregate resource maps 55
aggressive ground 162
Algeria 115–21
alluvium 107, 221
anthropogenic fill 107
Arabian peninsula 70; see also Saudi Arabia
Arc-Info 68
ArcView 151
arid zone
ground characterization 115–21
pipeline routing 115–21
water resources survey 65–71
see also deserts; drylands
Australia 59–61
Bahrain 53, 70
Balkans 205–8
Barbados 151–6
basalt lava flows 66–7
Berkshire 97–105
Bhutan 91–5
black box method 46
Black Ven, Dorset 14, 15, 16
Blackgang, Isle of Wight 53
Blackheath Beds 31
block diagrams 125, 126, 224
border marker posts 205, 207
borehole data
information sources 20, 126
investigations 79, 121, 130, 144, 160, 225, 235, 237
boreholes see also wells
Bosnia-Herzegovina 205–8
boundary delineation 205, 207
brickearth 31
bridges 28, 227–30
British Geological Survey 20, 81, 126
BS 5930 (1981) 4, 39, 53
BS 5930 (1999) 19, 39, 242
buildings
blowing sand and dust hazard 171–9
salt weathering 162, 167
and slope instability 215–18
see also structures; urban areas
Cambrian rocks 83
canals 81, 91
Cardiff Bay barrage 107, 112
Cardiff City, ground model construction 107–13
case studies index (cross-tabulation) 6
Castle Hill Landslide, Kent 129–33
Caversham, Berkshire 97–105
Chalk 29–37, 97–106, 189, 190, 221
Chalk Marl 129–33
Channel Tunnel
portal 129–33
rail link 59, 61, 221–5
terminal 53
checklists see proformas
Cheshire 193–5
Chesil Beach, Dorset 181, 182, 187
Chilterns 30
classifications 3–4
building damage by salt weathering 167
environmental performance of structures 23–8
landslide hazard and risk 144
mountain land 92
subsidence hazard 105–6
Clay with Flints 30, 31
Cleveland, UK 215–18
climate/weather 67–8, 94–5, 138, 197, 210; see also tropical environments
coalfield hazards 73–82
Coalport, Shropshire 227–30
coastal environments 23–8, 159–69, 181–7, 189–92
Code of Practice for Civil Engineering No. 1
(1950/1957) 3
Code of Practice for Site Investigation see BS 5930
control points 39, 126
construction materials 23
contaminated land 236
contamination potential of groundwater 106
Coombe Rock 129–33
CP2001 3
Crag 31
data collection 40–41
data handling 5
data types 57
databases
ground and groundwater behaviour 113
landslides 49, 144, 154
natural cavities in chalk 29–37, 105
see also GIS
Dawlish, Devon 28
dayas 118
deserts
blowing sand and dust hazard 171–9
engineering geological/geomorphological mapping 159–69
terrain system mapping 61
see also arid zone; drylands
desk studies 5–7, 19–20, 233, 235, 241
abandoned salt mine subsidence 193
assessment of slope instability types 215–18
assessment of unstable ground 189–90
and the geological model 123, 127
GIS-based landslide hazard mapping 151–6
ground models in an urban area 107–10
military purposes 206–7
pipeline routing 74, 76, 115
railway bridge slope stability 227–30
railway construction 85, 233–7
road construction and rehabilitation 135
desk studies (continued)
shingle transport 18, 184
water resources 67–8
determinability of geology 123, 124, 127
Devon 26–8, 53
Devonian 126–7
Dharan-Dhankuta Road, Nepal 197–203
digital elevation models (DEMs) 13–17
Dinarid mountain chain 206
direct mapping 46
Docklands Light Railway, London 233–7
Dorset 14, 15, 16, 30, 35, 181–7
drainage 55, 68, 69
former paths 30, 31, 32, 33, 97
drylands 53; see also arid zone; deserts
dune mobility 117, 120–21; see also sands
durability of coastal structures 26
duricrusts 115, 117–19
dust hazard 171–9
dust drift potential map 177–8
dust rose diagrams 174–5, 177, 178
earthquakes 49, 138, 141, 143, 197, 209, 210, 241
East Anglia 30, 35
Egypt 53, 159–69
electrical conductivity tests 68, 69, 162, 166–9
embankment settling 89
engineering geology 117, 227, 230, 242
and the geological model 123, 127
engineering geological plans 39, 40, 110–11, 113, 137
see also geology
engineering geomorphology 4, 55, 115
engineering geomorphological mapping 4, 135–40, 159–69, 221
see also geomorphology
Environment, Department of the (DoE) 4, 33
environmental information sources 233, 235, 236
environmental performance classification 23–8
erosion 53, 91, 171
failures, engineering 89, 200, 202, 242; see also landslides; slope instability
faulting 125, 126, 127, 138, 151
feasibility studies 61, 91, 143, 189, 209
field mapping 4
abandoned salt mine subsidence 193–5
assessment of slope instability types 215–18
assessment of unstable ground 189–90
rail link design and construction 221, 223
for remedial roadworks 199, 203
sediment transport 182
field reconnaissance 79, 85–7, 115, 121, 233
and the geological model 123, 127
GIS-based landslide hazard mapping 154
railway construction audit 87
road construction and rehabilitation 135, 136–7, 138
vehicular 121, 173, 205
see also ground truthing; walkover surveys
flood hazard potential 161, 165, 166
fluvio-glacial sand and gravel 107
flysch 206
folding 151
Folkestone, Kent 53, 129–33
France 53
gas pipeline routing 73–82, 115–21
Gault Clay 129–33, 189, 190
geochemistry 69
geohazard mapping 37, 55; see also hazard mapping
Geological Society 20
geochemistry 69
geohazard mapping 37, 55; see also hazard mapping
Geological Society 20
globally 125, 126
global models 107–10, 123–7, 241; see also modelling
information sources 20, 227, 230, 233, 235, 236
and landslide hazard assessment 92–4
maps and mapping 59, 60, 143, 205, 221
see also engineering geology
geomorphological mapping 3, 37, 50, 53–5, 241
assessment of unstable land 189–90, 209–13
copper mine landslide hazards 143–9
for high pressure gas pipeline 73–82
modelling sediment transport 182, 183–7
railway construction audit 81, 85, 87
residential/urban areas 107, 215–18
subsidence hazard 97, 106
geomorphology 4, 227, 230, 242; see also engineering
geomorphology; geomorphological mapping
geophysical techniques 79; see also specific techniques
geostatistical techniques 59
geotechnical mapping 4
GIS (Geographical Information Systems) 5, 20, 57–8, 241
and landslide susceptibility mapping 43, 46, 151–6
and terrain system mapping 59
water resources survey 68
glacial deposits 30, 31, 107, 193, 215; see also periglacial features
glacial hazards 242
GPS (Global Positioning Systems) 17, 54
gravels 15, 30, 31, 83, 87, 105–6, 221
Greece 81
Grendasand 189, 190
Greenwich Foot Tunnel 237
ground behaviour mapping 190–92, 242
ground characterization 115–21
ground models see modelling
ground truthing 79, 85–7, 115, 121, 143, 225, 230; see also field reconnaissance; walkover surveys
groundwater
behaviour modelling 107–13
contamination potential 106
hazard 235
hazard intensity map 166–9
landslide hazard assessment 95, 215
resources 65–71, 207; see also wells
gypsum heave 118
hazard assessment
hazards to construction work 235
landslides 91–5, 135–41, 190–92, 209–13
railway bridge slope 227–30
using ground models 112–13
see also risk assessment
hazard mapping 81–2
landslides 43–52, 55, 83–9, 138, 143–9, 151–6, 190–92, 210–13
pipeline routing 73, 82, 115, 121
S Wales coalfield valley 75–81
solution features 29–37, 97–106
hazard potential, near-coastal deserts 159–69
hazard studies 242
helicopter reconnaissance 121
hill canals 91
Hill Gravel 97–105
Himalaya 61, 91–5, 135–8, 140–41
historical data 19–20, 160, 233–7
and ground models 107, 129, 133
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and hazard mapping 47, 129-33, 144, 215
and shingle transport 184-7
Hong Kong 49, 50, 51
Hualushi, Taiwan 210-13
hydrogeological information sources 233, 235, 236
hydrological survey 65-71
Hythe Beds 223
indirect mapping 46
infiltration tests 68, 69
information sources 19-20, 233
military mapping, Balkans 205-6, 207
pipeline routing 74
railway bridge slope stability 227-30
railway construction audit 85
rock tunnel geological model 123-7
water resources, Jordan 67-8
see also databases
irrigation canals 91
Isle of Wight 4, 53, 55, 189-92
isotope analysis 69
Israel 70
Jordan 65-71
karst 34-7, 97-106, 206
Kent 53, 81, 129-33
land classification 3, 241
land instability modelling 37
land surface evaluation, definitions 3
land use, and landslide hazard assessment 95, 189-92
landscape development 242
landscape hazard mapping 154-6
landslides 37, 151
conceptual models 199-200, 215-18
development of ground model 129-33
GIS-based hazard mapping 151-6
ground behaviour mapping for land use planning 189-92
hazard assessment 91-5, 190-92
hazard mapping 43-52, 55, 83-9, 138, 143-9, 151-6, 190-92, 210-13
management strategy 192
photogrammetry 14, 15, 16
remedial roadwork design 135, 138-40, 202-3
risk assessment 4, 43-52, 143-9
laser scanning 13, 241
Libya 61
limestone subsidence 37
Lincolnshire 30
literature review 205-6; see also desk studies; information sources
London 221, 233-7
longshore transport model 181-7
Lyne Bay, Dorset 181-7
mapping, information sources 19-20; see also field mapping; and specific techniques
marls 83, 87, 129-33
MEXE system of classification 3
military activities 3, 5, 159, 160, 166, 171, 205-8
mining areas 37, 79, 143-9, 193-5, 236
modelling 5, 37
landslides in remote areas 91-5, 135-41, 199-200
for military purposes 205-8
pipeline routing 115
rail link 221-5
rock tunnel 123-7
sediment transport 182, 183-7
urban areas 107-13
see also conceptual models
Modflow 110
morphological mapping 53-4, 193-5; see also geomorphological mapping
mountainous areas
copper mine hazard mapping 143-9
hill canals 91-5
military activities 205-8
road construction and rehabilitation 135-41, 197-203, 209-13
multispectral imaging 5, 105, 241
national park development plan, Taiwan 210-13
National Remote Sensing Centre 20
Negev Desert, Israel 70
Nepal 46, 47, 50-51, 53, 91-5, 197-203
New Jersey, USA 37
Northwich, Cheshire 193-5
Oddicombe, Devon 26-8
Ok Tedi Copper Mine, PNG 53, 143-9
Oman 70, 71
ophiolites 206
Ordnance Survey 15, 16
orthophotos 15, 16
Papua New Guinea 47, 48, 53, 143-9
Pennsylvania, USA 37
performance modelling 23-8
periglacial features 30, 31, 75, 97, 100, 221; see also glacial deposits
Peru 81
Philippines 135, 138-40
photogrammetry 5, 13-17, 59, 241
photography 5, 54; see also aerial photography
photomosaic maps 87, 88, 172, 176
pipeline routing 73-82, 115-21
planning guidance 4, 106, 151
planning information sources 19, 233, 235, 236
Plateau Drift 30, 31
Poland 53
probability 47
process units 181
proformas
coastal structure performance rating 23-6
landslide hazard assessment 91-5, 199, 203
near surface materials 54
see also record sheets
proto-Solent 30, 33
proto-Thames 30, 33, 97
PUCe terrain classification 3
Purbeck Downs 30
quantitative risk assessment (QRA) 43, 46-7, 49
quartzite 200
radar remote sensing 13, 241
railway bridge slope stability 227-30
railway design and construction 61, 81, 83-9, 221-5
railway maintenance strategy 82
railways see also Channel Tunnel
raster data 57
Reading Beds 30, 31, 97-105
record sheets 85, 86; see also pro forma
remedial works 28, 81, 135, 138-40, 197-203
remote sensing 5, 13-17, 241
information sources 20
of karstic spatial patterns 34-7
and landslide hazard mapping 43, 46
sand drift 171, 172, 175-6, 179